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MARKET COMMENTARY

Global markets rebounded strongly in November, largely driven by positive news on the Covid-19 vaccine front, as three major pharmaceutical companies
(Moderna, Pfizer and AstraZeneca) announced that they had developed vaccines which appear to be highly effective in treating the virus. The election of a new US 
President also supported the risk on sentiment, as markets reacted positively to the election results and expectations of diminishing political noise and a formal 
transition of power under Democratic President-elect Joe Biden. The positive moves in global markets came despite Covid-19 induced lockdowns continuing across 
Europe and the United States, as countries implemented stricter measures to control the spread of the virus.

South African equities moved sharply higher during the month, supported by strong positive moves across all sectors, particularly Financials, which have taken the 
brunt of the pain in 2020. Local bonds delivered decent performance, supported by the return of foreigners to the SA market (foreigners bought R12.1 billion of 
local bonds in November according to Bloomberg) and projections from Finance Minister Tito Mboweni in the Medium Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) 
which the market perceived as more realistic. Local listed property rebounded strongly in November after a torrid few months, supported by Covid-19 vaccine 
developments and hopes of a continued economic improvement post the virus. The rand ended the month stronger against most major currencies, supported by 
positive global sentiment and the return of foreigners to the local bond market.

The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) kept the repo rate unchanged at 3.5% at its meeting in November, despite two of the five MPC members favouring an
interest rate cut. Both Moody’s and Fitch downgraded South Africa’s sovereign credit rating further into sub investment grade territory during the month, however, 
the market reaction to the news was subdued, indicating that the moves were already priced into the local market. South Africa’s trade surplus continued to be 
resilient with October figures showing a trade surplus of R36.1 billion (an increase from the revised September figure of R33.4 billion), as the prices of key exports 
(including precious metals and iron ore) remain elevated relative to the prices of key imports (including oil). SA headline CPI picked up to a year-on-year figure of 
3.3% to the end of October (from 3.0% in September), largely driven by higher food and non-alcoholic beverage prices, which offset the effect of lower oil prices.

The JSE All Share Index (+10.5%) ended the month significantly stronger, supported by strong performance across all sectors and market capitalisation segments. 
All local equity sectors ended the month higher, with Financials (+17.1%), Resources (+10.9%) and Industrials (+8.0%) all ending the month with strong 
performance. The top performing shares amongst the largest 60 companies on the JSE in November were Sasol (+43.8%), NEPI Rockcastle (+36.8%) and Glencore 
(+33.6%). The worst performing shares in November were Gold Fields (-23.8%), Harmony Gold (-20.7%) and Anglogold Ashanti (-11.5%).

Listed property (+17.5%) recovered some lost ground during the month, supported by hopes of a faster than expected economic improvement post Covid-19. Local 
bonds (+3.3%) ended the month with strong performance, supported by foreign buying as well as announcements by National Treasury that they plan to spread 
issuance more evenly across different maturities. Cash delivered a stable return of +0.3% for the month.

The rand was stronger against most major developed market currencies for the month. The rand appreciated against the US dollar (+5.0%), the euro (+2.2%) and 
the pound sterling (+1.7%) during the month.

*All data is sourced from Morningstar Direct as at 30/11/2020. The performance of South African asset classes is quoted in rands.
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